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A C TELFER S 

 
ART  
A.C Telfer draws and paints events and scenes that she has 
experienced, often fleeting moments. These could be a wave 
crashing, an animal or bird fleeing or the moon rising. Her aim is 
to express how all five senses were engaged at the time. She uses 
acrylic paint or inks built up in layers of brushed, scratched, 
splattered, sanded and scraped paint. The result is figurative, rich, 
textured and emotive images.

actelfer.co.uk

PEN37

ABIGAIL LAGDEN S 

 
OTHER  
Based on the edge of Teesdale, Abigail creates fabric sculptures 
and mixed media pieces using fabrics, a fabric hardener and a 
variety of other materials. Abigail’s creations are brimming with 
texture and rich colours which give the pieces real depth. She has 
a love of all things magical, mystical and fantastical, and this 
influence is evident throughout her creations.

curiously-contrary.co.uk

PEN57

ABWOODARTS S 

 
WOOD  
Jim creates mounted abstract carvings. They are a new innovation 
which he first showcased at Crafts in the Pen 2017. The idea 
initially stemmed from a retirement hobby after many years in the 
woodworking industry. Each carving is hand carved by Jim and is 
unique in itself and therefore not repeatable. The open from 
surrounding each carving allows the individual to appreciate the 
tactile nature of the carving. 

abwoodarts.co.uk

PEN128

AJC PAPERART S 

 
PAPER CRAFTS  
Anna’s work is mostly three dimensional and created by intricately 
cut singular layers of paper, which she then cuts out and rebuilds 
into deep, handmade box frames. She is currently experimenting 
with installing LED lights into her larger pieces. This adds a 
different depth and function to the piece. She usually draws 
inspiration from birds and wildlife, combining this with her 
fascination of old botanical drawings and contemporary surface 
pattern

facebook.com/annacookpaperart

PEN93

ALL SEASONS ARTS S 

 
OTHER  
Having trained at Harrogate Art College and Leeds, Carol set up 
a Garden Design business in 1989 which inspired her art work. 
Working with watercolours and a relatively new medium, polymer 
clay, she produces a range of paintings, 3D pictures, mobiles, 
prints, cards and jewellery all with plant, flower, and wildlife 
themes.

facebook.com/carolmesshamartistbsitehere

PEN65

AMANDA BRAWN S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Amanda creates classic, understated jewellery featuring simple 
lines and subtle textures. Each piece is carefully handcrafted in her 
studio, and often includes sea glass collected from beaches all 
around the UK. Using simple tools and traditional techniques, 
Amanda carefully incorporates these gem-like treasures into her 
pieces. She works mainly in silver and uses recycled eco silver in 
the majority of her work - the perfect complement to the sea glass 
and its impeccable eco credentials.

amandabrawn.co.uk

PEN71

ALISON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY S 

 
PHOTOGRAPHY  
Alison’s interest in photography developed while out walking and 
observing a closer view of nature. In the last few years she has 
steered towards exploring the creative possibilities of blending 
images within camera and post production and is now developing 
a distinctive contemporary style of photographic art. She 
experiments with mixing traditional and creative techniques, such 
as multiple exposures, intentional camera movement and 
blending layers of images. She loves the freedom and the finish 
that can be achieved.

alisonhallphotography.co.uk

PEN2

ANNA BYELOVA S 

 
TEXTILES  
Anna really enjoys making bags from tweed and likes the feel of 
working with tough material. Each of her bags are different and 
so the process is never the same. She usually picks up the material 
and then sees what kind of bag she wants to create from there. 
Once an idea is in place, she simply starts sewing. She likes to 
improve the quality of her bags with every new project. 

avysquilting.weebly.com

PEN74

ART OF TRANSPARENCY S 

 
GLASS  
Having moved from a large city to the East coast, Iris became very 
aware and appreciative of her surroundings. Although much of 
her fused glass at first glance may look abstract the work is strongly 
influenced by northern coastlines and rural fells. It may be moss 
growing on a tree, ridges in sand, or bubbles and other forms that 
flow through water. Other pieces are more representational but 
retain a strong countryside and coastal influence.

artoftransparency.co.uk
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WELCOME TO ART IN THE PEN THIRSK 2019
I’d like to start by thanking you for visiting our fourth annual event this weekend. This 
year we have 140 artists and craft makers showcasing a diverse mix of specialisms 
and backgrounds.

Art in the Pen continues to flourish and attract incredible talent from up and 
down the country. After receiving a record number of applications, the artists you 
will see today have been carefully chosen so there is ‘something for everyone’. 
With creativity and craftsmanship at every turn, we’ve included a floor plan in the 
centre of this brochure to ensure you don’t miss a thing. 

THE ART SHOP SKIPTON  
The Art Shop Skipton have joined us this year in the main foyer and are providing 
a wide range of art materials from leading brands. Their team is on hand to offer 
expert advice, tips, and answer any questions you might have. They will also be 
providing free art demonstrations from local artists at Art in the Pen Skipton on 
Saturday 10 & Sunday 11 August. Details can be found at www.artinthepen.org.uk
 
CRAFTS IN THE PEN 2019  
Our sprawling festive crafts market, Crafts in the Pen, will return to Skipton 
Auction Mart on Saturday 16 and Sunday 17 November for its fifth annual event. 
Entry includes free parking, exhibitor brochure and even a trip to Santa’s Grotto 
for any children in your party. For all the details, visit www.craftsinthepen.org.uk.  

NOW GET BROWSING!   
We’ll be back next year so follow us on social media and keep an eye on our 
website for all the latest news. If you enjoy your day, we’d love you to spread the 
word to any family and friends who share a love of art and all things creative.  

Andrew Lynan, Creative Director, Art in the Pen



ART-FELT DESIGNS BY NANNY LYNNS 

 
TEXTILE ART  
Lynn Massey is a textile artist, working from the raw fleece to the 
finished article. She specialises in hand made felt as well as hand 
dyed and spun yarns, using them in her own knitted and weaving. 
Her work is inspired by her life experiences, love of nature and 
spiritual beliefs. Lynn creates scarves, shawls, 3D bowls in felt and 
accessories, continuing to develop her skills. Lynn also offers 
tuition in beginners spinning skills and hand felting.

facebook.com/artfeltdesignsbynannylynn

PEN125

BEAN CREATIVE S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Living and crafting right on the North East coast, Geraldine 
Pattinson’s handmade jewellery combines Sterling silver with the 
warmth of recycled copper. She is continually drawn to nature 
and inspired by its textures, imperfections and asymmetry. By 
melting, texturising and recycling every scrap, she is able to 
produce unique, tactile pieces. She takes commissions and 
teaches workshops in silver smithing. 

facebook.com/ivebeancreative

PEN84

BENEDICT HOMER S 

 
WOOD  
Ben has two distinct styles of work. The first is sculptural; apples 
and pears created from burred or spalted wood. The second, the 
whimsical Happy/Sad bottle stoppers draw on his product design 
background. The sculptural pieces are influenced from living and 
working in Shropshire, Herefordshire and Worcestershire, apple 
and pear country. Since his childhood, he has been captivated by 
the strange beauty revealed by fruit in its decaying stages.

treenwood.com

PEN119

AW ARTIST BLACKSMITHS S 

 
METAL  
Adrian’s use of traditional blacksmithing techniques coupled with 
his desire to create contemporary and innovative works, have 
resulted in fine craftsmanship, superb detailing and a substantial 
build quality that reflects his belief in lasting beauty and quality. 
The inspiration for Adrian’s work comes not only from the natural 
world but also the industrial with its rich heritage of thousands of 
years of a desire to master fire and steel.

awartistblacksmiths.co.uk

PEN23

BEVERLEY HOLMES-WRIGHT S 

 
TEXTILES  
Beverley Holmes-Wright of Stitching for the Soul produces high 
quality, hand crafted textile pieces using a variety of free-machine 
embroidery, applique and delicate stitched patterns, which are 
colourful, contemporary and unique.

stitchingforthesoul.co.uk

PEN68

BOB EMMETT CERAMICS S 

 
CERAMICS  
Bob has always had a fascination of the sea, its moods and 
movement, so he tries very hard to get a sense of movement in 
his work. Long term influences have included Arabic writing and 
Celtic design. He works in stoneware and porcelain using hand 
thrown and slip cast techniques. The translucent quality gives so 
many more possibilities. Glazes are matt or satin, occasionally 
using coloured porcelain slips and lustres. 

snailpotterystudio.co.uk

PEN121

BUTTON IT CRAFTS S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Lucy is a mixed media artist who works on wood and canvas. Her 
work is inspired by the Northumberland countryside where she 
lives and is vibrant and colourful. She enjoys experimenting with 
textures and colours to create statement pieces of art. All her 
work is also offered as prints, on mugs, coasters and as greetings 
cards. She also takes commissions for pet portraits.

facebook.com/buttonitartwork

PEN69

CATHERINE JACKSON TEXTILE ARTISTS 

 
TEXTILE ART  
Catherine’s love of textiles has led to her own unique way of 
designing individual pieces of art. Her imagination and love of 
nature have been the main influence and inspiration for her work. 
Her wool paintings are created entirely by needle felting small 
amounts of coloured wool, built up to create textural landscapes 
and skyscapes. Her pieces are free from machine embroidery and 
are not wet felted. She sources British wool from local suppliers.

facebook.com/knitsewrosie

PEN91

CATWALK 100  

 
JEWELLERY  
A lifetime of working with metal, intermingled with a love of 
fashion and something a little unusual, have given birth to 
Jewellery designs that are totally unique. Being made by hand in 
their workshop in the dales no two pieces of Catwalk 100 
Jewellery are identical. The high quality material used is light in 
weight, does not tarnish and looks fabulous.

catwalk100.co.uk

PEN133

CAROLYN HIRD-ROGERS S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Carolyn Hird-Rogers is inspired by the dramatic landscape of the 
Yorkshire countryside and a love of mid-20th century Scandinavian 
surface pattern design. The moods of the Dales and Moors are 
expressed using a mono-print technique to create hand-inked 
papers, then cut and collaged to build large landscape wall pieces 
and smaller greeting cards. Windswept and hill-top stands of trees, 
cow parsley and dandelions are stylized, digitally drawn, printed, 
hand-cut and added to the landscapes.

rogersink.co.uk

PEN13

CHARLOTTE MORRISON S 

 
CERAMICS  
Charlotte is an established ceramicist from the Yorkshire Dales. 
Charlotte hand-builds her individual ceramics using porcelain and 
stoneware clays, to create both functional and decorative items. 
These are then decorated using underglazes, oxides and various 
glazes. Her work generally reflects the past in some form; as she 
has a fascination in researching times past. Her ‘Map Collection’, 
through form and symbolic inspired decoration, echo ancient 
roads, places and the surrounding landscape. 

charlotte-morrison.co.uk

PEN51

CLARE LINDLEY AND WENDI MAY NEW 

 
ART  
Clare builds up layers of coloured papers, hand cut with intricate 
detail to produce her work. The main body of her work is nature 
inspired but look a little harder and you may spot a bird in a top 
hat. Wendi’s work clearly shows her love of nature and colour. She 
often surprises us with colour from nature’s wild palette. She uses 
diverse techniques and mediums. Her work has hidden details 
resulting in conversation pieces.

papercuttergirl.co.uk
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CLARE’S CREATIONS S 

 
ART  
Clare is a mixed media artist. She finds inspiration from nature and 
her love of gardening. She particularly likes exploring textural 
work, using her own handmade paper, dried seeds, petals and 
any other material of interest. A lot of her work is made using 
acrylic inks which have a looseness and unpredictability. She has 
recently started exploring pastel and has a range of animal cards 
to compliment her abstract floral work. Commissions and 
workshops are undertaken.

clarescreations.co.uk

PEN132

COBALT AND LUSTRE S 

 
CERAMICS  
Cobalt and Lustre design and make ceramics and home wares 
which are meant to be used, loved and enjoyed. Our range 
includes thrown and hand built porcelain, jewellery, framed work 
and textiles. 

cobaltandlustre.com

PEN59

CRAIG HAMILTON ART S 

 
ART  
The illusion of portrait art and bringing the spirit of someone to 
life has inspired Craig’s work for years. The lively and passionate 
application of oil paint feed the narrative of each painting, creating 
movement and light. Realism or abstract, large or small, his work 
will take you on a journey provoking your senses and inspiring the 
art lover in you.

Facebook - Search Craig Hamilton Art

PEN113

CLAY AND WOOD WORKS S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Margaret and Catherine are designer/makers who produce 
individually designed and handmade items in ceramic and wood, 
ranging from sculptural work to domestic ware. They use 
reclaimed wood to produce furniture, boxes and other useful 
pieces. The utilitarian aspect of their domestic ware is a means 
of engaging customers with practical items which are also pieces 
of art.    

 

clayandwoodworks.co.uk

PEN80

DAVID COOKE SCULPTURE S 

 
SCULPTURE  
Yorkshire based sculptor David Cooke has been a professional 
wildlife artist since graduating in 1992 from Leeds Metropolitan 
University. He has always been inspired by the shapes and patterns 
within the natural world and sculpted predominantly in ceramic, 
but more recently he has learnt how to cast his pieces in bronze. 
David has worked on many commissions, such as Ring-tailed 
Lemurs for London Zoo, and has exhibited at some of the major 
UK art shows.

davidcookesculpture.com

PEN9

DAVID SINGLETON SCULPTURES S 

 
SCULPTURE  
After spending many years creating large 3D installations for the 
leisure industry, in recent years, David has been focusing on 
producing his own original sculpture. He specialises in producing 
large, statement pieces for a variety of clients for both indoor and 
outdoor spaces. David also creates bespoke sculpture for clients 
and welcomes the opportunity to work with others in realising 
their vision, including large display pieces for the garden or smaller 
pieces for the home. 

davidsingletonsculptures.com

PEN53

DIANE STEWARDSON

 
JEWELLERY  
Full Name: Diane Stewardson Seaglass Jewellery.  
Diane’s jewellery is all handmade using sea glass found on the 
beach. Each piece is unique as the glass has been transformed 
by the ebb and flow of the tide over many years. Diane collects 
all of her glass from the beaches of the North East coast of 
England and creates designs around each individual piece 
combining her love of the sea, creativity and recycling.

dianestewardson.co.uk

PEN90

ELAINE ROBERTS S 

 
ART  
Creative Ways is a collection of creative practices by Elaine 
Roberts. Elaine specialises in making bold, colourful abstract 
patterns using fluid artistry techniques. By manipulating the paint, 
she encourages beautiful cells and patterns to form on canvas. 
The paintings can be further manipulated by digital imagery and 
made into prints, ranging from large impactful wall art to small 
scale framed prints. She also hand crafts unique gifts and jewellery 
using the same fluid art techniques.

creativeways.myportfolio.com

PEN87

EMMA LOUISE WILSON S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Emma creates a variety of art in a range of mediums. Her main 
focus is ceramics. The fine qualities of porcelain, enable Emma to 
create highly textured, detailed and refined pieces. Using a variety 
of techniques and materials, including her porcelain, Emma 
creates contemporary wall art that would not look out of place in 
either a modern or traditional home. Emma’s inspiration comes 
from many different areas, including the natural world and simple 
daily observations.

emmalouisewilson.co.uk

PEN27

DR MARTÍN RASKOVSKY S 

 
PHOTOGRAPHY  
Dr Raskovsky’s work is characterised by dreamlike other worldly 
natural landscapes. His images are fantasy-like with a hint of 
realism evoking a poetic, tantalising intriguing response. 
Raskovsky’s photographic art displays a refined vision, which 
transforms photography into post-impressionistic work. He 
creates movement that vibrates all the nuances of a wild and 
rampant nature. His rich imagination is used to relieve viewers 
from accepted norms of photographic art and, as a consequence, 
opens the viewers’ minds.

martinr-art.com

PEN50

EMMY TURNER ILLUSTRATION S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Emmy Turner is a 21 years old, mixed media pet and wildlife artist. 
Emmy is based in Skipton and is inspired by the wildlife that 
surrounds the town. She works in a variety of materials including 
coloured pencil, pastels, acrylic, watercolour, marker pens and 
also does photography. She primarily focuses on original artwork 
and has expanded into card design, along with mugs, coasters, 
bookmarks, cushions and lots more.

Facebook - Search Emmy Turner Illustration

PEN123

ERIC PYE PHOTOGRAPHY S 

 
PHOTOGRAPHY  
Eric’s desire to take more than holiday snaps on a big holiday a 
few years ago ignited his passion for photography. He found the 
learning curve steep but enjoyable and rewarding and he can now 
regularly be found in the quieter corners of the Lake District 
looking for his next composition. He likes to look for images that 
tell something about a place and, contrary to current trends, 
embraces the use of colour in his images.

ericpyephotography.co.uk
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FANELLO DESIGN S 

 
GLASS  
Fanello Design offers jewellery and gifts that are hand crafted and 
produced in our Redcar studio by Glass artist Sally-jo Drinkel. 
Sally-jo uses the finest Italian and German Glass, which she melts 
in a flame to construct beads, flowers and other miscellaneous 
pieces. These are then fired in a kiln for the annealing process to 
take place, giving the glass strength and durability.

fanellodesign.co.uk

PEN6

FERAL METAL S 

 
SCULPTURE  
Feral Metal creates sculptures using upcycled wood and metal, 
repurposes tools to produce original designs. All pieces are hand 
crafted by Brett James, based on the edge of the North York 
Moors and the Yorkshire coast, his sculptures are influenced by 
nature and often organic inform. His work is represented by 
galleries and high profile exhibitions around the north of England.   

Search - Feral Metal by Brett James

PEN78

FIONA CARVELL ART S 

 
ART  
Unison Colour Associate Artist, Fiona Carvell, made her Art in The 
Pen debut at Skipton in 2018 and was a huge hit. Her connection 
with colour and love of pastel is very intuitive, challenging 
preconceptions of what pastel art can be. Her recent works 
explore ecological themes, featuring landscapes of trees and rocky 
shorelines as well as still life pieces which focus upon our changing 
relationships between humans and the earth. 

fionacarvell.com

PEN131

FAYE STEVENS S 

 
PAPER CRAFTS  
Faye Stevens is an artist living in Leeds, West Yorkshire. After 
graduating with a BA Hons degree in Applied Arts, she studied 
pattern cutting and dressmaking. Now she uses these skills to 
designs 3D greeting cards and paper sculptures. Her inspiration 
comes from botanical drawings and wildlife illustrations with a 
focus is on capturing the character of the subject. The result is 
intriguing paper sculptures that can be cherished for years.

fayestevens.co.uk

PEN82

FIONA KINGDON S 

 
WOOD  
Fiona works in native and rescued timbers. Over many hours of 
hand cutting with a scrollsaw, intricate landscapes, silhouettes and 
keepsakes emerge from the wood.  Fiona explores the imagery in 
the timber’s natural grain pattern and contrasts, or simply weaves 
the beauty of the wood into her designs.  Most content when at 
her saw, she is determined to skilfully make something beautiful 
and one of a kind.

fionakingdon.com

PEN24

FRAILLOOP S 

 
SCULPTURE  
Gavin Darby up-cycles scrap steel, old tools, just about anything 
steel, to create a range of sculptures for inside and out, from an 
ant to a zebra (well technically it was a horse but without a coat 
on, it’s difficult to tell). If the perfect piece is not here you can 
commission Gavin to make it.

frailloop.co.uk

PEN28

GALINA TITOVA S 

 
TEXTILES  
Galina Titova is a textile artist based in York. Working in a traditional 
felting technique she creates unique felted sculptures. Galina uses 
images of sea creatures as a source of inspiration to her studies 
of form, colour and texture. The quality of wool and natural fibres 
such as silk and cellulose makes durable handmade felt artwork 
that will stand the test of time and elements.

facebook.com/galina.titova.184

PEN4

HANDMADE BY LOLLAMAC S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Based in Northumberland, Clare Edwin produces a range of 
contemporary jewellery, specialising in sterling silver and mixed 
metals. Each piece is designed and handcrafted by Clare from 
sheet metal and wire, using traditional metalsmithing techniques 
and tools. The minimalist style of the LollaMac collection, 
together with its combinations of silver, copper and brass, gives 
the wearer a range of pieces that can be easily mixed and 
matched for any occasion. Bespoke commissions are always 
welcome.

etsy.com/uk/shop/handmadebylollamac

PEN97

HANGING BY A FRED S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Hanging by a Fred was born from my father’s love of climbing after 
his death in 2015.  Left with a vast array of beautiful rope I decided 
to put it to good use.  I now create both the beautiful and useful 
from upcycled retired climbing rope for him, for her, and for the 
home. From statement jewellery to woven mats, coiled rope 
bowls, survival gear, and pet accessories to name but a few.

hangingbyafred.co.uk

PEN130

GOSH! ART BY GOSHA GIBEK S 

 
ART  
Gosh! ART by Gosha Gibek captures your passions, your 
memories and your favourite moments in living colour. Her 
favourite medium and technique is dripping household gloss paint 
using a palette knife. Gosh! ART’s signature style produces vibrant 
colours and people in motion in authentic sports artwork for 
cyclists, runners, rugby players, or a memorable landscape from 
the North West of England and beyond.

goshart.co.uk

PEN36

HAWKMOON CRAFTS S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Sue is a felt artist who uses mixed media to portray the many faces 
of felt, from photography, using the wool and silk fibres to create 
beautiful images, displayed as framed prints and cards, to 
sculpture, with driftwood, wire & other reclaimed materials. Sue 
also creates stunning, original jewellery with felt leaves & flowers, 
as well as other items, in her own unique style.

hawkmooncrafts.co.uk

PEN83

HELEN RUSSELL CREATIONS S 

 
CERAMICS  
A world of fun where characters like the Blob Birds and buzzy bees 
run riot. Too many welly-wearing hours spent reading books with 
beautiful illustrations have helped create playful homeware, 
surface pattern and illustration collections. Helen is often inspired 
by animal behavior and storytelling. She enjoys muddy adventures 
and likes to celebrate the best bits of human nature through 
products that prompt a smile or two.

helenrussellcreations.com
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HELLEN EDWARDS FIBRE ARTIST S 

 
TEXTILE ART  
With a passion for felting and stitching she experiments with 
different fibres, colours and textures in which she exposes unique 
images of mostly landscape surroundings with painterly 3D 
quality. Making good some of her industrial surroundings on 
Teesside, by turning such scenes as the steel works, bridges and 
East coast piers and beaches, and not forgetting traditional floral 
into desired fibre paintings.

facebook.com/hellenedwardsartist

PEN117

JACQUELINE MAY DESIGNS S 

 
ART  
Combining the simple beauty of line with a delightful interaction 
of colour. From vibrant gardens, to wild riversides, to a gentle stroll 
among the trees. Using graphic artist pens, Jackie Freer aims to 
capture the essence and joy of nature.  Celebrate and share her 
moments of elation. Bring a smile to people’s faces. Making her 
own open prints, from these designs, is integral to her creative 
process. Each piece individually printed onto watercolour paper.

jacquelinemaydesigns.com

PEN61

JAMES MCGAIRY S 

 
ART  
James has been working as an artist in Guisborough, Northeast 
England since 1991. James has used paint in response to this 
region’s visual splendour, paintings that celebrate our landscape. 
There is a certain northern light that is very subtle, James strives 
to convey this feeling through paint. His work is collected 
internationally and he has previously won prizes and was a 
contestant on Sky Arts Landscape Artist of the Year 2015 and 2016.

jamesmcgairy-artist.com

PEN111

JACKIE LUNN S 

 
TEXTILE ART  
Jackie is a textiles artist who creates small mounted and framed 
textiles pieces, artist’s books and cards plus three dimensional 
hangings. She uses mixed media including dyed and printed 
fabrics, hand and machine stitching, felt, paper and paper threads. 
Her inspiration comes from the erosion of stone built structures 
and pre-historic archaeological studies relating to ancient 
settlements including landmarks and patterns within the landscape.

jackielunntextiles.com

PEN85

JANE CHARLES STUDIO GLASS S 

 
GLASS  
Jane Charles is a studio glass artist working in the traditional 
methods of hot glass. She produces a wide range of bottles, 
bowls, paperweights, vases and sculptural works in an array of vivid 
colours, textures and finishes. Each piece has its own character 
and personality. Her inspiration comes from the patterns and 
moods of the natural world along with the wonders of the molten 
material that she works with. This is her 32nd year in business. 

janecharlesstudioglass.co.uk

PEN58

JANE TOOK ART S 

 
ART  
Jane Took is a British Artist living and working in Filey, on the 
Yorkshire Coast. Working predominantly in Oil, she paints 
Landscapes and wildlife with the Coast providing inspiration for 
much of her work. As a self-taught artist she has found her own 
distinct style with a vibrancy of colour and attention to detail which 
is often referred to as being photographic, with panoramas taking 
months to complete.

janetookart.co.uk
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JOAN MURRAY ANIMAL ART S 

 
ART  
Joan’s gouache paintings are described as ‘like photography, only 
better’. She is growing an international reputation as a much 
sought after commission artist. In addition, she is developing her 
own gallery of originals and prints and regularly exhibits. Joan also 
runs ‘Everyone Can Paint’ classes and workshops. For more 
information, visit www.joanmurrayanimalart.co.uk, or email   
joan@joanmurrayanimalart.co.uk.

joanmurrayanimalart.co.uk

PEN126

KATE BROOKS PRINTS S 

 
ART  
Kate is a screen printer who is inspired by being outdoors in the 
beautiful countryside of Derbyshire where she lives. She loves to 
capture the colours, flowers and trees of each season and enjoys 
creating colourful prints, using only a small number of colours 
and layers. All of her designs are hand drawn and the print layers 
are created on Photoshop before she heads for the local print 
studio. All are hand-pulled original screen prints.

facebook.com/katebrooksprints

PEN14

KATE MOORES - ARTIST S 

 
ART  
Snowed in on her 50th birthday, February 2018, Kate’s gut said “If 
not now, when?” A natural born procrastinator, Kate let her inner 
artist stay hidden while she listened to those who told her “You 
can’t make a living from art”. With much carrot and stick from 
friends, she is now unleashing her potential. Fascination with 
human and plant forms has led to a mix of loose, expressive life 
drawings and layered collages of plant paintings.

Facebook - Search Kate Moores Artist

PEN107

JULIE GIBSON MOSAICS S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Julie Gibson is a mosaic artist living in Cumbria. She works from 
her studio in the beautiful Market town of Keswick in the Lake 
District. Her inspiration comes from nature and the beautiful 
mountains and country side around her home. Julie is a self-
taught Mosaic Artist and loves working with beautiful reflective 
glass, stone, slate, millefiori, ceramic and anything that is special 
and beautiful. Her work often has one off, unusual finds 
incorporated in to the designs.

facebook.com/juliegibsonmosaicscumbriaart

PEN136

KATHRYN ASHCROFT MOUSE IN THE HOUSES 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Kathryn has been lucky to always inhabit a world in which 
Sellotape, string, paper and cereal boxes are plentiful, and to have 
been surrounded by those who’ve encouraged her and put up 
with the mess. After initially training as Theatre Designer, then 
working for several years in the Art education sector, Kathryn uses 
these experiences to inspire and create mixed-media sculptures 
from found and salvaged materials; creating new meanings and 
objects from discarded objects.

jarvisthemouse.co.uk

PEN55

KATHRYN GUY TEXTILES S 

 
TEXTILES  
Working from home in a beautiful village near Richmond, Kathryn 
creates colourful and tactile pieces of textile jewellery, greetings 
cards & gifts. She also runs workshops and sells kits, encouraging 
others to explore their creativity. She loves to do her bit for the 
environment, so incorporates as many reusable items as she can 
into her work - aluminium drinks cans and leather scraps being 
her favourites. No two pieces are ever quite the same. 

designermakersmarket.co.uk/contact/kathryn-guy

PEN63

KATIE BENTLEY CERAMICS S 

 
CERAMICS  
All products are handcrafted in their Yorkshire studio where they 
create elegant, simple pieces for the home. Katie Bentley 
Ceramics utilise the simplicity of the raw ceramic material to 
create homeware, tableware and home décor. They are a globally 
conscious brand who don’t use any single-use plastics. All their 
event packaging is 100% recyclable paper. Their stand is created 
using reclaimed wood. 

etsy.com/uk/shop/katiebceramics

PEN105

KATY O’NEIL S 

 
CERAMICS  
Katy’s contemporary ceramic vessels, bowls and wall plaques are 
slabbed formed with textured or chunky black clay. They are 
decorated with slips before being impressed with marks, which 
are inspired by photographs taken whilst travelling extensively. 
Katy uses colour to highlight the texture and mark making on 
each unique piece before firing to stoneware. Katy also makes a 
range of ceramic jewellery which compliments the designs of my 
wrap pots.

katyoneil.com

PEN140

KB SILVER S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Textured, organic, sterling silver jewellery, inspired by our natural 
surroundings and handcrafted using traditional silversmithing 
methods enhanced by fresh, modern techniques. Kairen’s work is 
influenced by the beautiful patterns and forms found in nature. 
Seeds, leaves and other objects collected on walks around the 
country become templates and models. She enjoys working with 
people to design and make jewellery that has special meaning for 
them.

kbsilver.co.uk

PEN76

KATRINA MANSFIELD S 

 
ART  
Katrina Mansfield (trading as The Northern Artist) is best known 
for her vivid Fluid Art ‘Animal Inks’. Using layers of alcohol ink to 
depict abstract impressions of various animals Katrina works in a 
wild and free manner such as the laws of nature demand. Taking 
shapes, patterns and colours from flowers, water, earth and sky 
and cultivating them so they create an unavoidably captivating 
animal.

thenorthernartist.org

PEN30

KEITH HILLSDEN ART S 

 
ART  
Keith Hillsden is an artist who mainly works with pastels. His works 
are based on inspiring situations: visions that reflect serene 
contemplation, combined with subtle details of odd or eccentric 
elements. His artworks establish a link between the paintings reality 
and that imagined by its conceiver. With influences as diverse as 
Monet and Edward Hersey, his landscape and seascape variations 
are crafted from both traditional and modern structures.

keithhillsdenart.co.uk

PEN122

KEN HURD S 

 
ART  
Ken enjoys painting coastal Wales and selling his work at art fairs 
around the UK. He sees the best colours when the sky is overcast 
and thinks it’s because his eyes open up to see colours in a 
different way. He loves the simplicity of Welsh vernacular buildings 
and he’s always trying to find a hidden gem tucked away along 
the coast. Since being accepted by a major art publisher his work 
is now available from Ikea stores worldwide.

kenhurd.com

PEN25
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KEVIN FRANCE ENAMEL ART S 

 
ART  
Kevin finds that enamelling as a media is wonderful, yet frustrating, 
and never knowing the outcome of a piece until it cools. Using 
only opaque colours, fired far hotter than they are designed to 
function gives each of my works a uniqueness, creating pigment 
changes, translucencies and burns in the copper. Trees, skylines, 
silhouettes, reflections and the Great British weather inspire his 
work, in fact anything and everything that catches his eye.

artbykevinfrance.com

PEN29

KMDESIGNMAKE S 

 
WOOD  
Keith takes inspiration from furniture design, geometry and 
architecture. He questions what he can do to address the 
imbalance of wastefulness of natural and sustainable materials 
such as wood and glass. Keith produces items that are unique, 
tactile, warm, bespoke and can be used as an ornament or a 
functional piece in the home. All are made from damaged, broken 
and unwanted furniture.

kmdesignmake.com

PEN86

KT DESIGNS S 

 
ART  
KT Designs creates impressions of beautiful things. Kathryn creates 
original and bespoke impression art work in plaster using foliage 
and flowers from her cutting garden based on the family organic 
farm, and other materials found along Northumberland’s 
magnificent coastline. The wall plaques that Kathryn creates 
beautifully preserve the texture, shape and beauty of the flowers 
and other natural materials used.

ktdesigns.co

PEN19

KIM MARSDEN PHOTOGRAPHY

 
PHOTOGRAPHY  
Kim is a photographer living in the beautiful city of York, 
specialising in landscape, wildlife and floral photography. He takes 
inspiration from the fabulous architecture around the city along 
with the surrounding countryside of the Yorkshire Dales, Yorkshire 
Wolds, North York Moors and Yorkshire Coast. Before moving to 
York, he lived in a small village outside of Whitby on the Yorkshire 
Coast, which still gives him the inspiration for much of his work. 

kimmarsden.co.uk

PEN73

LAURA DRAYCOTT JEWELLERY DESIGNS 

 
JEWELLERY  
Laura designs and makes contemporary nature inspired jewellery 
in miniature.  She works predominately in sterling silver, using 
accents of copper, brass and occasionally gold to enhance her 
designs.  Her inspiration comes from her love of gardening, nature 
and walks in the beautiful Yorkshire Dales in which she lives.  All 
of her pieces are made using traditional silver smithing tools and 
techniques and she describes her work as ‘pictures in silver.’

folksy.com/shops/ldjewellerydesigns

PEN67

LAURA PENNELL ART S 

 
ART  
Laura is an artist who lives and works in the North east. She 
specialises in producing pictures of animals and scenery in oils 
and coloured pencil. A History of Art graduate from York University, 
she has spent many years learning and developing her style on a 
self-taught basis. She takes commissions for animal portraits as 
well as producing original work inspired by her surroundings on 
her family’s farm of rare breed animals. 

facebook.com/laurapennellart

PEN64

LIFE & SOUL DESIGNS S 

 
PAPER CRAFTS  
Anna Martola creates beautifully handmade concertina cards, 
which are then stained in Yorkshire tea. The ideas for her work 
‘brew’, then naturally spill over from paper to other materials such 
as clay and ceramics.  
 
 
 

PEN100

LOU GILMORE-GEORGE ARTIST S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Lou states “As an artist it would be fair to say that my work takes 
over my life, yet I wouldn’t have it any other way.’’ Intrigued and 
inspired by her surroundings, Lou’s work is random, and 
emotional. Bursting with colour and boldness its sculptural and 
poetic form can take on many a diverse range. Abstract, 
experimental and potentially dysfunctional, Lou uses an array of 
entangled processes within her work, creating unique and bold 
jewellery designs.

lougilmoregeorgeartst.co.uk

PEN15

LOUISE TURNER’S ART S 

 
ART  
Louise is interested in the world around her. Influence comes from 
her upbringing, memories, and what is around her. Painting for 
Louise is a physical experience. Using a limited colour, she layers 
the paint to create her images. Her style has developed over a 
number of years and she feels it is unique and expressive. She likes 
people to relate to her work and enjoys her work for what it is. 

louiseturnersart.co.uk

PEN77

LISA FURNESS S 

 
ART  
Lisa is passionate about conservation and wildlife, a subject she 
loves to draw and paint.  She loves the many different forms and 
shapes in nature, which is incorporated into the artwork.  Recently 
she has started to explore her creativity and has branched out into 
abstract surrealism.  Her motto is “one planet, our home, protect 
it, respect it”.

PEN129

LUCY ELISABETH S 

 
METAL  
Lucy creates sculptural illustrations. She loves the quality of line 
that wire creates; its shape, shadow and form. Within her work she 
aims to create a dynamic contrast of solid three dimensional line 
and the negative space in between, creating captivating pieces 
which possess intricate detail and tactile qualities. Her large scale 
wirework sculptures are made to interact with the space around 
them, creating shadows and movement.

lucyelisabeth.com

PEN99

LUCY JEAN GREEN S 

 
PAPER CRAFTS  
Lucy is a Kinetic Artist and Paper Sculptor. Inspired by mythology 
and fact surrounding birds, Lucy create sculptures and delicate 
automata by hand cutting paper and hand-crafting brass 
mechanisms. Each sculpture is unique and every commission is 
bespoke. All of Lucy’s wall mounted pieces are displayed inside 
hand-crafted wooden box frames, with a hand stained finish.

nameandcolour.co.uk

PEN127
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LUCY TOMLINSON ART S 

 
ART  
Lucy is a self-taught artist who lives in the semi-rural location of 
Rawdon, with her family and dog. She loves nature and gets her 
inspiration from the lovely Yorkshire Countryside. She started 
painting in watercolour, most commonly hares, bees and flowers, 
usually in different colours to their natural state. She also creates 
acrylic pour paintings. Each painting is completely unique and 
looks fabulous in contemporary, modern interiors. She uses her 
artwork to create prints, gifts and cards.

etsy.com/uk/shop/lucytomlinsonart

PEN7

MAGDOOSHKA CREATES S 

 
GLASS  
Magda loves working in her garden studio designing and making 
each piece to introduce more colour, light, and movement into 
outdoor and indoor spaces. She incorporates stained glass with 
mirror, glass nuggets, twisted wire, shells and pebbles to make 
large and small designs which can hang or stand using ribbon, 
wire, wooden and metal bases and stakes. Magda’s new range of 
sculptures for 2019 are even bigger, more exciting and ambitious 
than last year.

facebook.com/magdooshkacreates

PEN22

MAGNOLIA RESTREPO JEWELLERY S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Having grown up surrounded by verdant tropical mountains, 
nature has been Magnolia’s inspiration for as long as she can 
remember. Learning first from her eldest brother, she started 
working with silver at the age of fifteen and has developed her 
jewellery art and craft ever since. Now based in Yorkshire, she is 
delighted in giving life to each piece by fusing and transforming 
gold and silver, often uniting them with precious and semi-
precious stones.

magnoliarestrepo.com

PEN10

LYNN HAZEL - BRITISH WILDLIFE SCULPTOR 

 
CERAMICS  
Lynn Hazel is a British Wildlife Sculptor who produces a variety of 
animals. Her stunning pieces are hand built from stoneware clays, 
coloured with oxides and underglazes and fired to stoneware 
temperatures, all work is inspired by her fascination and love of 
the natural world. As well as exhibiting her sculptures Lynn also 
works on commissions, the most memorable one was a Lapwing, 
presented to Dr Arthur Edward Smith by his long life friend Sir 
David Attenborough.

lynnhazel.co.uk

PEN1

MARK HAMILTON S 

 
SCULPTURE  
Mark is an artist/sculptor living in Carlisle England.  Mark works in 
woods, metals and other various materials. The focus of his work 
at the moment is nature in the form of wood and metal trees, 
clocks, miniature landscapes, wood and metal spiders. Marks 
pieces are free standing or wall mounted. He does take on 
commissions, and where possible He likes to upcycle locally 
sourced materials.

PEN39

MARK SMITH CERAMICS S 

 
CERAMICS  
All of Mark’s work draws inspiration from the sea. Objects 
discovered on the shoreline find themselves becoming part of the 
story. He uses a variety of decoration techniques as his ideas 
continue to flow and move on to create different avenues and 
new approaches. Ships, boats, and wrecks are the main fabric of 
the work, made from clay that has the textures of metal and wood 
objects salvaged, press moulded, and patched together, 

marksmithceramics.com

PEN134

MATT SMITH S 

 
ART  
Matt Smith is a wildlife portrait artist and illustrator. He produces 
original art and works to commission. He uses mixed media 
including charcoal, chalk, watercolour and acrylics. His passion 
is to find the juxtapositions in nature; of the intricate, fine detail 
set against the sweeping, dynamic, vibrant lines of free natural 
movement and form. In these contrasts he finds the character in 
his drawings, subtly and softly drawn out.

mtsportraits.com

PEN120

MAURALEN - FUSED GLASS ARTIST S 

 
GLASS  
Kate Doherty is the designer maker behind Mauralen - fused glass 
artist. Kate makes colourful and quirky, pretty and practical pieces 
of fused glass art in wooden stands, frames, hangings and dishes. 
Commissions are always welcome and all budgets are catered 
for. Designs are often taken from the beautiful Scottish 
countryside or abstract forms using positive and negative space 
all aim to please the eye. 

mauralen.com

PEN44

MCKINLEY AND MOTH S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Shona is the designer/maker behind McKinley And Moth. Living 
on the outskirts of York with the countryside on her doorstep, 
Shona’s main influence is British Wildlife from majestic stags to 
delicate moths and butterflies. Working predominantly in Sterling 
silver with basic hand-tools and traditional craftsmanship, Shona 
produces bold and original nature inspired jewellery. Clean simple 
lines contain intricate details to create wearable pieces of art.

mckinleyandmoth.com

PEN88

MATTHEW ELLWOOD S 

 
ART  
After graduating from Kent Institute of Art in 2006 with a BA in 
Product Design, Matthew was encouraged to supplement his 
income by painting commissions of landscapes and buildings. 
The subject of the tower paintings are made up mostly of 
prominent landmarks, landscapes and both public and private 
buildings. His original inspiration came from The Tower of Babel, 
which represents mans’ self-glorification through building and the 
inevitable down fall that surely must follow.

matthewellwood.com

PEN35

MICHAEL CLAXTON FINE ART S 

 
ART  
The simplicity of nature is a constant source of inspiration for 
Michael’s paintings, capturing the shifting light and the tranquillity 
of open spaces. Michael’s aim is to capture the essence of distant 
view, capturing the way light interacts with the landscape and 
nature. Michael likes to work from memory, this gives him more 
freedom and expression and the ability to work using bold open 
brush strokes alongside palette knife mark making to achieve rich, 
textured paintings.

michaelclaxtonartist.co.uk

PEN43

MICHELLE GALLOWAY ARTWORK S 

 
ART  
Michelle loves the mysterious alchemy of watercolours, the way 
the pigments react to water and to each other, some colliding in 
an explosion of colour, others softly melting together, while some 
are simply content to sit beside each other, causing granulation 
on the picture surface.  She is constantly working with new 
methods to get the effect she wants.  Her subject choices are 
eclectic, based solely on what captures her attention and 
imagination.  

facebook.com/michelle.galloway.359

PEN116
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MILLBECK STUDIO S 

 
ART  
Drew has a degree in 3D Design and after a long career in Interior 
Design and Contract Furnishing working from other peoples’ 
drawings, now produces his own following themes of interests 
to him. More recently in contrast to his precise charcoal drawings 
he has used acrylics in a freer and more experimental style, while 
continuing to make intricate collages.

millbeckstudio.co.uk

PEN75

MOSAIC + 1 S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Cheryl Brook is a mosaic artist. Her work is inspired by the 
abundance of nature as far as the eye can see. Her ideas come 
from colours, textures and ways light can change the simplest of 
views. As well as making mosaic pictures, she also makes mosaics 
to hang in a child’s room, such as teddy bears, caterpillars, trains 
and hedgehogs. She uses many mediums, including stained glass, 
beads, ceramics, jewellery and glass paints.

facebook.com/mosaicplusone

PEN103

NANCY POWER PRINTS S 

 
ART  
Nancy is a self-taught printmaker and she creates reduction linocut 
prints. She is excited by the ‘absolute’ decision making that this 
process requires. Many of her images are printed from dark to light, 
and she is intrigued as to how the colours perform and give some 
unexpected results. Her work features the countryside as well as 
coastal views, plants and animals. She loves nature and the 
contrasts of light through the seasons.

nancypowerprints.com

PEN72

MINOUCHE S 

 
ART  
Rebecca’s work involves a variety of media such as textiles and 
paint, but her passion is printmaking. She is inspired by the natural 
world and by colour and pattern in the varied environment in 
which she lives, from the coast to the moors and the towns in 
between. Swirling jackdaws or starlings, flocking together and 
playing on the wind, or the shapes and patterns of medieval 
architecture, it is an area rich in subject matter.

minouche.co.uk

PEN89

NICHOLAS MARSH S 

 
CERAMICS  
Nicholas’ professional making career has spanned some thirty-five 
years. He has been privileged to live and work in a variety of 
locations in the world, each with a distinctive influence on what 
he thinks and makes. He holds dual British and Canadian 
citizenship. His present work is a combination of high and low 
temperature vessels and sculptures. The work is textured and then 
fired in kilns that enhance and flame paint the surfaces. 

nicholasmarsh.com

PEN31

NICOLA BLOOM JEWELLERY S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Nicola uses traditional jewellery making techniques working 
mainly with silver, she designs and sets unusual stones and bubble 
glass into unique pieces of jewellery. All bubble glass is handmade 
by Nicola and she loves the unusual variations when they are fired 
in the kiln. Inspiration comes from nature and the countryside 
around her home, observed when she’s out walking her dogs.

nicolabloom1.co.uk

PEN94

NORTHSTONE WIRE ART S 

 
METAL  
Michelle is a wire and metal artist who is now based in Dumfries 
& Galloway, Scotland. Her love of the North inspires her work. 
Each piece tells a story about the culture, landscapes and history, 
whether it is a piece of wall art, sculpture or jewellery. Her work 
involves detailed planning and design, working with hair fine wires 
of 0.2mm and unique gemstones to create unique and individual 
works of art. 

northstonejewellery.co.uk

PEN114

PAT DALTON S 

 
CERAMICS  
Pat hand-builds Rock Pool Dishes and Bowls. Seaweed and shells 
are pressed into the clay to create texture.  She also makes coiled 
boulder and crevice pots and sea-shore vases. All pieces are multi-
glazed, then fired to stoneware (1250 c). Pat’s work is influenced 
by the North-East coastline and each piece is individual. She is a 
member of the Northern Potters Association. Email Pat directly 
at patdaltonceramics@gmail.com.

PEN34

PAUL AITCH ART S 

 
ART  
All of Paul’s arty endeavours revolve around balance and symmetry. 
Over the past seven years he has developed his Tessellation 
Portraits concept which consists of hundreds of tessellating tiles, 
each of which has its own colour. Up close you see the individual 
tiles, from a distance you see a portrait. Some are hand coloured, 
others are completed digitally. He also creates two other art forms 
reliant on symmetry, mandalas and ambigrams.

paulaitcharty.wixsite.com/paul-aitch-art

PEN108

OLD BREWERY POTTERY S 

 
CERAMICS  
Brian Evans and Mary North are ceramic artists, living and working 
in Keighley. All their work is hand thrown and raku fired. They are 
well known for their turquoise pottery, which has a strong copper 
lustre. The copper matt pottery has very little glass in the glaze, 
which produces a surface texture that resembles velvet. The dark 
smoky background and flame patterns remind them of the 
northern lights.

potterystudiokeighley.co.uk

PEN95

POCKLINGTON ART S 

 
ART  
Pocklington Art is the trading name of James Pocklington. He is 
a self-taught watercolour artist, born and raised in North Yorkshire, 
but currently living on the North Tyneside Coast. The recurring 
subjects of James’s work are the birds and mammals native to 
Great Britain. His great passion is seeing these animals in their 
natural habitat, be it coast, moor or woodland. He hopes to share 
this passion through his paintings.

etsy.com/uk/shop/pocklingtonart

PEN104

RACHEL KNOWLE S S 

 
ART  
Rachel is fascinated by all forms of print. From the design to pulling 
back the paper to see how the print turned out. This current body 
of work is an ongoing project where inspiration is taken from plant, 
place and memory. Influenced by drawn line, pattern and shape 
these ideas are then translated onto a block of lino. The block is 
then carefully carved and printed to produce a final original print. 

rachelknowlesartist.com

PEN139
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RACHEL THORNTON S 

 
ART  
Rachel lives and works in the rural North Yorkshire town of High 
Bentham. She works with ambitious and experimental printmaking 
methods to create unique one off natural artworks. Continuously 
expanding on the methods and materials she uses. Her love for 
experimentation and use of alternative materials has brought forth 
her own ways of creating. This allows Rachel to develop a unique 
style and form, combining printmaking, painting and wood 
carving.

rachelthornton.co.uk

PEN47

RED SHED S 

 
WOOD  
Red Shed produce a range of slate and oak home accessories. 
Using raw materials with natural characteristics enable them to 
present their products in a way that you can recognise the raw 
material from which it’s made, but equally appreciate the 
transformation from its original state. Their approach to design is 
simple; they like to create stylish, simple products that are pleasing 
to the eye, and above all, practical in a traditional or contemporary 
home.

slateandoak.co.uk

PEN12

REDCURRANT GLASS S 

 
GLASS  
Karen has over 20 years experience working and teaching in the 
creative industries. Her company Redcurrant Glass has been 
producing handmade kiln formed glass since 2001. Their work is 
inspired by land, sea and nature. Every glass piece created begins 
with an original watercolour design which they now sell alongside 
their range of unique glass pieces. Every item is created from 
scratch by Karen in her Lancashire based studio located in the 
heart of Pendle. 

redcurrantglass.co.uk

PEN45

RD GLASS S 

 
GLASS  
RD Glass is run by Roxanne Denny from her studio in the Lake 
District. She produces cast glass sculptures and fused glass pieces 
from bowls and coasters to wall art and jewellery. Her signature 
style is colourful and abstract, often using light to create patterns. 
The fused glass pieces are vibrant and regularly incorporate 
geometric shapes, flowing forms and bubbles. Her cast glass 
sculptures often include textured surfaces and multiple sections.   

roxydennyglass.co.uk

PEN54

RICHARD DAVIES S 

 
SCULPTURE  
The materials Richard works with are reclaimed, saved from decay 
and destruction. New beauty has to be discovered, new aesthetic 
created from the castoff and forgotten. His work encapsulates the 
movement of nature, how growth reclaims and covers fallen 
deadwood and long passed trees.  Whether it’s the progression of 
spores, fungus growth or moss growing in impossible locations, 
nature’s line hugely inspires him; its silhouette, the space it invades, 
the evolution of shape over distance.

statorart.co.uk

PEN124

ROBIN HARKER PHOTOGRAPHY S 

 
PHOTOGRAPHY  
Having lived and worked in North Yorkshire all his life, since taking 
up photography fifteen years ago, Robin has tried to bring the 
variety and beauty of this part of England to the attention of a 
wider audience. From the Yorkshire Coast to the Moors and Dales 
of his home county, he hopes that his photographs inspire viewers 
to get out there and see for themselves.

robinharkerphotos.com

PEN138
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ROSIE WARING HANDWOVEN TEXTILES 

 
TEXTILES  
Rosie is a Handwoven Textiles Designer creating woven products 
for interiors. Her collections take their inspiration from the rich 
and varied Yorkshire landscapes. Rosie’s handwoven fabrics are 
distinct in their use of vibrant rich and natural colour combinations. 
She produces high quality interior products including cushions, 
small stools and lampshades.

rosiewaring.co.uk

PEN11

RUTH MAKES JEWELLERY S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Ruth Makes Jewellery combines the designs of Ruth Sutcliffe and 
Jez Coates who both create sterling silver jewellery inspired by 
their local Pennine landscape, wildlife, pets and natural forms. 
Each unique piece is handmade, either sawn from sterling silver 
sheet, with occasional copper and brass highlights, or individually 
cast. The silver is either polished to a rich lustre, or atmospherically 
oxidised, and, where required, is hallmarked at Birmingham Assay 
Office. 

ruthmakesjewellery.co.uk

PEN18

SAIMA JEWEL S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Jewellery designs by Saima Jewel are inspired by a multitude of 
intricate patterns found in India and the more organic, fluid designs 
from the Western world. Her pieces are handcrafted in precious 
materials and are a perfect fusion of the two cultures, a new 
perspective on East meets West. Saima has embraced new 
technologies and has combined them with traditional 
craftsmanship to keep designs fresh and unique.

saimajewel.co.uk

PEN106

RUTH DAGGER S 

 
ART  
Ruth is a self-taught artist living in the Scottish Borders surrounded 
by beautiful scenery and wildlife. She has always created and 
nature has always inspired her. Specialising in Black and White 
pen and ink drawings primarily of Birds of Prey and animal 
portraits. Ruth is currently exploring the use of colour in her work 
whilst training at Edinburgh Print Makers in Etching and printing 
techniques. 

etsy.com/uk/shop/craftydagger

PEN135

SARAH KNOWLES DESIGN S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Sarah Knowles creates unique handcrafted jewellery and 
sculptures. She explores the potential of re-found paper, precious 
and non-precious wire and collected materials. She is influenced 
by nature and evolution.

sarahknowlesdesign.co.uk

PEN110

SARAH TAYLOR ART S 

 
ART  
Sarah’s unique blend of wild splashy paint and intricate geometric 
pattern entice us into a world of adventurous wildlife painting and 
contemporary illustrative work.  Her bold portraits of the animal 
kingdom present an array of characters that you cannot help but 
fall in love with; the attention to detail and bold use of colour make 
for exciting feature pieces for your home.

sarahtaylorart.co.uk

PEN48

SARAH WAFER CERAMICS S 

 
CERAMICS  
Based in North Tyneside, Sarah Wafer is a prize winning ceramic 
artist and maker whom specialises in porcelain and stoneware 
ceramics. She has worked with ceramics for several years, and 
received a BA in Glass and Ceramics as well as a Masters in 
Ceramics from The University of Sunderland. Her work is all 
handmade in her home studio. She loves to create bespoke home 
decor pieces as well as giftware.

sarahwaferceramics.com

PEN16

SEA GEMS BY AILSA S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Ailsa Matfin is a jewellery designer from the North East Coast of 
England. Ailsa has always loved the sea and collecting treasures 
from along the shoreline, especially from the North East coast, 
with its famous sea glass beaches! She has combined her love of 
silver and sea glass. Ailsa is a self-taught silver smith, priding herself 
on her original jewellery designs. 

seagemsbyailsa.com

PEN42

SEASHORE ART S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Mick’s seashore art has developed over the past few years, taking 
inspiration from his regular walks along the North East coastline 
and Sir David Attenborough’s Frozen Earth series he started to see 
the possibilities in creating pictures from items he collected on the 
beach which include driftwood, shells, sea glass, sea coal and 
seaweed. His humour and imagination enable him to create works 
with various themes and a very unique style.

PEN33

SARAH WATSON JEWELLERY S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Full Name: Sarah Watson Jewellery & Hannah Watson Knitted 
Textiles. Sarah Watson is a silversmith, working with silver and 
copper.  Focussing on exploring different textures and techniques 
to decorate her jewellery. This includes jewellery decorated using 
Hannah Watson’s textile designs. Hannah is a textile artist who 
creates contemporary knitted textile art and accessories, inspired 
by the natural patterns found in nature. Using unusual materials 
and unconventional techniques to produce delicate and ethereal 
textiles. 

sarahwatsonjewellery.co.uk

PEN60

SEDDON AND DAVISON S 

 
PHOTOGRAPHY  
Kara Seddon and Mark Davison are passionate about creating 
beautifully striking photography, ceramics, textiles and stationery. 
Based in Settle in the Yorkshire Dales, Mark’s photography is at the 
heart of all that Seddon and Davison produce and his stunning 
landscape and wildlife images often feature local surroundings. 
Their style is traditionally inspired but with a distinctive, 
contemporary edge. They are always striving to create designs 
and images that are timeless and, most importantly, treasured.

seddonanddavison.com

PEN46

SEPTEMBER MADE S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Tracy Reeve of September Made is a mixed media artist from 
Saltburn by the sea. Her work consists of photography, edited 
digitally before printing onto textiles, finite photographic details 
are enhanced with targeted embroidery creating unique and 
specific works. As an environmentalist she uses reclaimed 
materials which are sourced from locations that inspire and dictate 
the start point from which each piece develops.

instagram.com/september_made

PEN101
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SHARON SHAUL S 

 
TEXTILE ART  
Sharon is predominantly a needle felt landscape artist, she works 
from her studio in central lancashire. Her work is influenced by 
the landscape and colours of the Pennine and Cumbrian hills. 
She also designs and makes a range of felted and woven 
accessories.

sharonshaul.co.uk

PEN109

SILVER MOON GLASS S 

 
GLASS  
Lucinda works from her studio in West Yorkshire. Much of her 
work is influenced by a passion for the natural world. She is a keen 
photographer and uses an extensive collection of her own 
photographs for reference when starting new work. Inspiration 
comes from observation of colours, light, forms, patterns and 
textures. Her background in 3D Design and Jewellery making 
compliments her work in fused, copper foiled, leaded glass and 
traditional stained-glass painting techniques.

silvermoonglass.art

PEN79

SILVERKUPE JEWELLERY S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Emine is a designer and maker of contemporary jewellery. She 
combines silvermithing techniques with metal-clay techniques. 
Her pieces reflect architectural and minimalist motifs with 
distinctive textures and patinas. Emine uses diverse techniques 
with copper, silver, gold accents and concrete. She is a member 
of Network Artists NE, ACJ, and The Craft Council. She took part 
at the Christmas 2018 ‘Gifted’ exhibition at the National-Glass-
Centre and exhibited at the Shetland Arts and Emma Sedman 
Jewellery.

silverkupe.com

PEN5

SILVER AND STONE JEWELLERY DESIGN 

 
JEWELLERY  
Full Name : Silver and Stone Jewellery Design  by Helen Drye.  
Helen creates silver jewellery inspired by Skipwith Common 
National Nature Reserve. The light between the trees, the 
walkways and open common land inspires her work. She creates 
little pictures of the Common in silver; featuring a glimpse 
through the trees, birds, the moon and even little mushrooms 
growing on the bark. She wants people to have a little peak at its 
beauty too as a place of contemplation and perspective.   

silver-stonejewellery.co.uk

PEN137

SNUGBAT S 

 
ART  
Following a degree in Film and Animation at the University of 
Humberside, Snugbat spent years employed as a digital artist 
within the computer entertainment industry. After moving into a 
freelance role, as well as games, she created book illustrations and 
art for clothing lines. More recently, whilst receiving more 
traditional commissions for pet and people portraits, she is also 
enjoying bringing her own colourful characters to life which will, 
hopefully, make people smile.

snugbat.co.uk

PEN17

STEVE SMITH JEWELLERY S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Steve uses mainly dichroic glass and sterling silver to create 
handmade, unique, kiln fused glass jewellery.   The designs are 
stunning and dichroic glass jewellery is possibly the most 
wonderful fused glass jewellery you’ll ever see, full of light and 
colour. Each piece is handcrafted and the glass is fused using 
traditional techniques in specialist glass kilns. Due its handmade 
nature, no two pieces are the same, ensuring each piece is 
individual and unique. 

stevesmithjewellery.co.uk

PEN62

STONE CREATIONS S 

 
OTHER  
Denise is a self-taught artist, who takes her inspiration from her 
love of animals. She began painting pet portraits and wildlife in 
2D in 1992.  In 2004 she came across a small stone resembling 
a seal, which she transformed it into a lifelike 3D seal using acrylic 
paint, the start of STONE CREATIONS began. She now paints a 
wide range of realistic creatures including pets & wildlife, using 
the unique shape of stones.

stonesascreations.com

PEN66

STUDIO 42 S 

 
OTHER  
Michelle’s work taps into our love of nostalgia and her own 
personal passion for typography and vintage graphic motifs.  
Recently Michelle has developed her own linoprint patterns which 
she uses to decoupage homewares.  She combines this with the 
use of found papers, discarded wood and old fabrics to create 
individual items for the home, as well as her own original lino 
printed artwork and cards. 

studio42arts.com

PEN115

SUSAN NOBLE - ARTIST/PRINTMAKERS 

 
ART  
Susan is a North-East based printmaker working mainly through 
the medium of reduction linocut printing. Having grown up in the 
coastal town of Saltburn-by-the-sea she draws her inspiration from 
these surroundings and bases work on her own pencil drawings 
and photos. She produces limited edition prints with short runs 
which are available via her website.

susannoble.co.uk

PEN21

STUART BROCKLEHURST S 

 
ART  
Stuart states: “I go for a walk with a sketchbook and make 
drawings of everything and anything that interests me. Then back 
in the studio I use the field sketches to try and make the best print 
that I possibly can.” His prints are held in the permanent 
collections of Doncaster Art Gallery, the North Bristol Health Trust 
and the Museum of Fine Arts, Ekaterinberg, Russia, as well as 
numerous private collections in the UK and abroad.

folksy.com/shops/stuartbrocklehurstprintmaker

PEN41

SUZANNE JEWELLERY S 

 
JEWELLERY  
Lampwork artist Suzanne Tweddle’s studio is situated in the 
beautiful market town of Barnard Castle from which she designs 
and hand makes glass beads, buttons, baubles, flowers and 
jewellery using a technique known as lampworking – ‘the art of 
making small objects from glass rods melted in the flame of a 
torch’. With over fifteen years bead making experience Suzanne 
also offers tuition in lampworking at her studio in Barnard Castle.

suzannejewellery.co.uk

PEN56

SUZANNE’S ARTSCAPE S 

 
ART  
Suzanne is a landscape and seascape watercolourist who is 
passionate about the British environment and the diversity of 
countryside and coast.  Suzanne is inspired by the small sections 
of a scene that she finds interesting such as rock pools, streams a 
section of woodland. Her work has a slightly dream like quality 
emphasising on colour, texture and light. Suzanne’s main aim is 
to invite the viewer into her world to take in the detail, and look 
around. 

suzannesartscape.com

PEN52
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TEMIMA CRAFTS S 

 
WOOD  
Ray makes unique, bandsaw cut wooden boxes which are as 
intriguing on the inside as they are beautiful on the outside.

temimacrafts.co.uk

PEN32

THE LEAF ABOVE S 

 
WOOD  
The Leaf Above is the home of a unique selection of beautifully 
handmade products, bespoke furniture and creative wooden 
designs. These include a stunning range of unique marquetry 
designs. All of their work is handmade in Derbyshire. 

theleafabove.com

PEN112

THE PERKY PAINTER S 

 
ART  
The Perky Painter is the passion and heart of Artist Helen Gibson. 
Helen crafts beautifully vibrant acrylic paintings, inspired by looking 
and seeing beyond the norm into a world of colour, texture and 
personality. Helen draws inspiration from the natural world, the 
British Countryside and her love of animals. Using acrylic paint in 
bold, energetic applications of pure colour, Helen brings her 
subjects to life on the canvas in a joyful explosion of hues. 

perkypainter.com

PEN40

THE BESPOKE HOME CO S 

 
WOOD  
Jacqueline is a cabinet maker based in Penrith. She makes high 
quality furniture and furnishings from a variety of local and exotic 
hard woods. She makes anything with wood, from small trinket 
boxes to twelve seat dining tables. Please visit her website to see 
a gallery of the pieces she has made. If you would like your own 
bespoke piece made just for you, please don’t hesitate to get in 
touch with her.

thebespokehomeco.uk

PEN49

THE POINT PAPER ART COMPANY S 

 
TEXTILE ART  
Richard’s work is based on the lost craft of point paper drawings 
once used in textile design. Yorkshire and Lancashire mills archive 
art alongside high end European weavers work is the inspiration 
for the art displayed. He created or owns the originals. Testament 
to the talent involved creating the original work, the art is ‘different’, 
decorative and an affordable historical reference piece.

richardmrsmith.com

PEN98

THINGS OF WONDER S 

 
ART  
‘Things of Wonder’ is a range of linocut prints, cards and hand-
bound journals by Northumbrian artist/designer maker Holly 
Magdalene Scott. Holly enjoys being immersed in rural landscapes, 
and the sense of awe and wonder inspired by her chance 
encounters with the wildlife within them. These experiences 
inform her ink drawings, paintings and hand-printed linocuts. She 
creates hand-bound leather journals incorporating original 
artwork, Fairtrade papers and tweed fabrics.

facebook.com/thingsofwonderbooks

PEN20

TWISTED LITTLE FLOWERS JEWELLERYS 

 
JEWELLERY  
Twisted Little Flowers Jewellery is the creation of Rosanna Waites, 
an artisan based in Yorkshire.  She started creating jewellery whilst 
working as a SCUBA diving instructor in Thailand and Malaysia. 
Her jewellery and glassware are handmade from a diverse range 
of materials resulting in an eclectic and unique choice of pieces, 
which are all inspired by her love of nature and the ocean. 

twistedlittleflowers.com

PEN102

WIRELIFE S 

 
MIXED MEDIA  
Wirelife - Art by Cerysanne is the alter ego Claire Groves, a mixed 
media artist turned oil painter influenced by her country 
upbringing and love of animals. Claire explores the colour and 
texture of the natural world using oils, handmade paper, canvas 
and wood to create unique pieces which endeavour to make a 
connection between the animal subjects and you the viewer. 
Commissions taken for pet portraits as well as wildlife art.

wirelifeart.co.uk

PEN3

WOLD WIRE SCULPTURES

 
SCULPTURE  
Richard has always had lifelong a passion for nature with particular 
interest in animals and their anatomical Integrity.  Richard began 
his sculptural journey from a young age sampled many different 
mediums. In recent years he discovered wire sculpture which 
compliments his style. The open wire design helps capture the 
light and energy within the piece and also affords the sculptures 
unique visual variations dependant on the light conditions in which 
they are situated.

woldwiresculptures.co.uk

PEN26

WILDLIFE ART BY HAYLEY S 

 
ART  
Combining her passion for the natural world and love of art, 
Hayley paints wildlife and nature scenes on sustainably sourced 
wood slices, and reclaimed wood boards. Utilising each wood 
piece to create a unique artwork every time, weather that be using 
the natural wood grain of a board as water ripples for a wading 
bird or the unique shape of a wood slice to fit the flight of a blue 
tit in perfectly.

wildlifeartbyhayley.co.uk

PEN70

ZOË TAYLOR S 

 
ART  
Zoë’s paintings reflect the power of the sea and it’s musical 
soundscape. The original art works are created by building up 
layers of tinted resin, which are manipulated using heat, wind and 
gravity. Zoë embraces the fluid nature of resin to capture 
seascapes and landscapes. Zoe also enjoys working with inks, 
acrylic paints and charcoal, anything else that makes a mark to 
create mixed media pieces.  

zoetaylorart.com

PEN96
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